
4000 Essential English Words 1 - Word List Unit 12
Word Part Translation Example collocation / sentences Syllable Pattern Word Family
alone adjective stand alone/ leave sb alone/ all alone oO loner (n), alone (adv)
apartment noun My friend is moving to Osaka so she has to look for a new apartment. oOo
article noun a newspaper article/ a front-page article/ write an article Ooo article (v)
artist noun I think Hayao Miyazaki is one of the most important Japanese artists. Oo artistic (adj), artistically (adv)
attitude noun positive attitude/ attitude problems/ favorable attitude Ooo attitudinal (adj)
compare verb compare notes with sb/ compare and contrast/beyond compare oO comparison (n), comparative (adj), comparatively (adv)
judge verb Don’t judge a book by its cover. O judge (n), judgmental (adj)
magazine noun Students are welcome to read English magazines in the SAC. ooO
material noun Do we have all the materials we need to do this project? oOoo materialize (v), material (adj), materially (adv)
meal noun have a meal/a heavy meal/ go out for a meal O
method noun traditional method/ teaching method/method of doing sth Oo methodical (adj), methodically (adv)
neighbor noun People living in the city usually don’t know their neighbors. Oo neighboring (adj)
professional adjective professional qualifications/ sb’s professional life/ professional advice oOoo professionally (adv), profession (n)
profit noun We will have to close our shop if we don’t make a profit this year. Oo profit (v), profitable (adj), profitably (adv)
quality noun maintain the quality/ excellent quality/ quality control Ooo quality (adj)
shape noun At what age do babies recognize shapes? O shape (v), shapely (adj)
space noun space of time/ outer space/ make a space O space (v), spatial (adj), spatially (adv)
stair noun To stay fit, you should take the stairs instead of the elevator. O stairway (n)
symbol noun powerful symbol/ use sth as a symbol of/ status symbol Oo symbolize (v), symbolic (adj), symbolically (adv)
thin adjective Harry is tall and thin with a lightning scar on his forehead. O thin (v/adj), thinly (adv)
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